5D Astrology Report: February 2018
Elementally Eclipsed + Uplevelled
“Change: a deep and sometimes painful realisation that the previous You
didn’t make it but the current You survived” Andrea Balt
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If any of us doubted that 2018 is deadly serious (Saturn/Pluto) about transformation, the reality checks
are arriving thick and fast. The whole of February is bookended by an 8-week eclipse wormhole with
no planets retrograde to create any sort of friction or resistance. There are no brakes. It began on
January 16th at the Capricorn New Moon and ends at the Pisces New Moon on March 17th. It is the
entry point for 2018’s continuous 5D time dynamics – reality changing frequencies
Accelerated by the Super Moon Lunar eclipse on January 31st, the approaching Solar eclipse at 27
Aquarius on February 15th - an exact mirror image of the August 21st 2017 28 Leo eclipse – will take
the ongoing eclipse fallout for yet another spin. The arc and reach of August's ongoing eclipse solar
eclipse activation across America expands in literal physical elemental chaos - as the hurricanes and
floods morph into wild fires and mud slides- air, water, fire and earth. Intensifying the potential for
powerful cosmic tides, the Pacific Coast of the US and Canada fall under the key Sun-MoonMercury meridian on the February 15th solar eclipse. We are struggling to remain upright in a
seismic wind tunnel - only the first in a year of 5 eclipses and 5 Super Moons.

The Eclipse Architecture
Aug 2017 Solar Eclipse----------Saturn on GC---------Jan 31 Lunar Eclipse------------Feb 15 Solar Eclipse
July 13 Solar Eclipse------------July 27 Lunar Eclipse------------- Aug 11 Solar Eclipse

You have been on a 6 Month Fire Walk from August 21st 2017 to the Mirror Image Solar eclipse of
February 15th 2018 in Aquarius passing through a karmic Gateway in December when Saturn
crossed the Galactic Centre. It affected the way we experience time, our multidimensional selves,
and the bifurcation of realities. Take a moment to review what has happened to you and around you
and how your trajectory has changed. Ask yourself: what were my greatest Change Points,
Challenges + Leverage?
Remind yourself that this deep space eclipse wave is not head stuff - it's somatic, physical,
integrative and be diligent about preparation. All eclipses have a 2nd act 6 months later – make a
note of August 11 2018 – so you can’t judge the new reality until the dust settles.
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The Chandra Symbol for Aquarius 27 A man laying stones for a path
“If vision and practical skills are brought into a place beyond either one, new worlds can come into
being. Tenacity is the key. You have to see the pattern, inscribe the pattern, and let it set collectively.
For when you are out ahead of everybody else, you must master the craft of timing. Everything is
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perfect in the right time and place and awful when out of sync. Contained within yourself is the
blueprint for the future; you need to season and temper the extraordinary forefront awareness with
life-experience, and discover the patterns of the cultural landscape. A mission pursued, a task taken
on with a vengeance. A destiny that stands out and speaks volumes.”

2018 Eclipse Architecture
The Aug 21st eclipse was a Dharmic North Node eclipse -a “Crowning “, pushing you on to a radically
new Dharmic path- but this February 15th eclipse is a Karmic South Node of Fate conjunct a black
hole in late Aquarius, Cygnus X-3- catalysing a “Clearing “of some intensity. Frame it as a system
de-tox allowing new DNA to overwrite old formats so that the evolutionary Burn can accelerate.
Collaborate with it by junking distractions as frequency -based re-writes shake out more of your old
3D constructs, belief systems and behaviours. In this new Wave form, distractions are: unequal
energy exchanges; “working” on yourself; trying to “heal” other people; trying to “save” the planet
and escaping into non-duality.

The Dharmic North Node in Leo + the Karmic South Node in Aquarius = the Activation of
the High Heart + The Frequency of the Unified Field
Until November 2018 our Aquarius South Node Karma intensifies, collectively moving us away from
disassociation, from standing by as the world crashes around us, from coldness, alienation, the PDST
that living online and 24/7 media develops in us. From detachment, distance and denial. This is the
shadow side of Aquarius triggered by the self-sabotaging South Node’s passage through the sign. We
are wounded, we are traumatised, we are shell shocked and overwhelmed. Is there a cure, an
antidote? The North Node Medicine is the dharmic blessing of Leo. Leo refracts Source on Ray 1 of
Will and Purpose. This energy is the beginning and final synthesis - the alpha and omega - the source
of all energies. It is the essence of power and energy itself refracted through purpose, direction and
dynamism. So, honour your wounds but refuse to be defined by them. Refuse to be cowed by
separation and divisiveness. The bridge across the polarity of Leo/Aquarius is through activating
your High Heart whilst aligning with the frequency of the unified field.

February 2018 Themes
Uplevelling
We ae not new agers but forerunners and outliers of new conscious embodiment - a tiny percentile
of the population - and 2018 is an empirical evidence trail of what has been created by us in service.
Have you noticed how major Before + After shifts in your beliefs and personal constructs are
happening without your intervention before you see it? This is a retrospective Reset process
collapsing time to create the new blueprint. We’re making it up as we go along. So we keep on
evolving further following our own unique blueprint, feeling even more profoundly the chasm
between us and our family, friends, community, humanity. At this stage, there are even fewer fellow
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outliers. That’s because to get to this place you have to have gone through a deep transformation
on so many levels, so many times. You are totally committed to yourself. You are not so concerned
with what anyone else thinks of you. You are the most important relationship in your life.
Not too many people are strong enough to make this commitment. But at this point, you recognise
who you are, and that you have everything you need within yourself. You know that the training
wheels are off. You are becoming Self Loving, Sovereign and Self Sponsoring. You really do not need
the rest of humanity to get it. The loneliness is slowly replaced with a feeling of fulfilment at the
deepest level. Limitations are being removed for your benefit. You are learning how to operate in a
new frequency field; how to flow with the highest trajectory of your path by riding the sine wave of
the eclipses; how to express your true voice and uplevel your service work and creations.

Stopping, Letting Go + Enlightened Quitting
And yet……….as this February 15th South Node eclipse is revealing……. there is still a lot of addictive
3D patterning playing out. So many of the old healing modalities, processes and procedures that you
have relied on, which always got results in the past, are now starting to shift and change and are no
longer working. The worst thing you can do is hide your head in the sand because you can’t yet see
new ways to operate. Take a leap of faith - as you have so many times before to become the
empath, way shower and change agent you are. Don’t just think out of the box, break the box! You
don’t have to unlearn what you know, but take it to the next level in a smooth intentional transition.
This is a new energy and new paradigms are just waiting for you.
Deeply letting go means looking at what needs to change without guilt or judgement.
In your life:
what’s heavy, weighing you down?
what are you tolerating, putting up with or settling for?
what do you fantasise about leaving or radically changing?
what would you love to never do again?
what is chronically inflamed?
what are you tired of feeling, and what makes you feel that way?
what is dead in the water?
what no longer has traction?
what are you going to stop doing?
What’s the one thing you’re afraid to say about your life and what you’re going to do about it?

New! FIRESTARTER RESOURCES: “How to Work with Eclipses”- 6 pages on practical ways
to make eclipses work for you. Plus “Tools for the Journey: 20 Distinctions between 3D
and 5D”
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